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ABOUT THE ORGANISATIONAL
INTERVENTION

The Art of Leading Collectively is the ‘Capacity of the Collective to Achieve
Results in Support of the Organisational Strategy.’

This case study is based on a  number of organisational inteventions 
 conducted by Pavan Bakshi, CEO, Prime Meridian Consulting India Private  
Limited for large and medium size organisations. This interventions focuses
on building the collaborative execution excellence capabil it ies of the
organisaton to achieve its business goals in support of the organisations
strategy during a one year period.

 

 

OBJECTIVES
Work together in a highly supportive and trust environment.       
Create the “Why” of the team, articulate the strategy and have clarity of
goals and work more effectively and efficiently to achieve them.       
Develop a plan and review them with greater commitment and
accountabil ity.    
Continuously innovate, improve and develop agil ity to achieve goals.·        
Conduct empathetic and assertive
communications and keep the team engaged and focused.·        
Continuously identify best practices and compile lessons learnt as a team
for improved knowledge management·        
Achieve business results with greater certainty and in the process create
ways of working and performance enhancing culture within the
organisation.        

 

Based on 20 years of experience helping people to collaborate
successfully, the Collective Leadership Institute, has
developed the Collective Leadership Compass for action and
reflection. It is a guiding tool that empowers leaders and
change agents to navigate execution excellence collaboratively
and implement more outcome-oriented and constructive co-
creation on a day-to-day basis – across groups, teams,
organisations, and corporations.
 

PHASES
Phase 1: Init iation Phase (10 days).      
Phase 2: Adoption Phase (10 days).      
Phase 3: Institutionalisation Phase (4 days).



IMPLEMENTATION
Detailed Process
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MODULES
Module 1 - A Paradigm Change: Changing the concept of leadership for
anindividual point of view to THE FUTURE OF LEADERSHIP IS
COLLECTIVE. Executions is a sum of process plus people skil ls plus tools
which ensure sustainabil ity and consistency.
Module 2 - Wholeness: Build business acumen of being able to see the big
picture, creating a team purpose statement connected to the strategy of the
organisation and support the team on understanding its role in the
achieving the relevant business financial results. It also provides a
checklist for ensuring collaborative execution excellence. 
Module 3 - Future Possibil i t ies: Enables the participants to identify their
most important goals, articulate them into compelling and measurable goal
statement & identify high impact weekly actions to achieve these goals.
Module 4 - Engagement: Understand on how to create an effective plan
which engages their team member and continue their engagement ti l l  the
goals are achieved. This encompasses on how to conduct inspiring and
effective team weekly sessions. This ensures accountabil ity and
commitment of the team.
Module 5 - Innovation: The participants wil l learn how to learn by doing and
how to continuously reflect on their actions and improve them further.
Sharing of these learning by each member of the team during team weekly
sessions wil l enhance the productivity of the team.
Module 6. Humanity: Participants wil l also learn empathic skil ls and how to
conduct empathic and assertive conversations with their team members and
develop their team during the execution process.
Module 7. Collective Intell igence: Focuses on  identifying best practices
and compiling monthly lessons learnt. Participants learn active l istening and
feedforward to support each other in meaningful ways.
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The 8-step process based on the collective leadership compass was employed.

8 Step process



IMPLEMENTATION
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 Increase Top line Growth by 15% - From X to Y million $ by 31st March 20XX                  
Maintain Expenditure within Budgets during FY 20XX-XX.
Increase order booking of Non-US customers to X million $ between Apr-Jun 201X.

Increase Volume Growth by X % by 31st March 20XX.
Increase Domestic Sales by X % by 31st March 20XX.

Organisation A: 17 Departments selected 50 Departments Most Important Goals.
Organisation B: 19 Departments selected 74 Departments Most Important Goals.

Organisation A: 86 Teams Most Important Goals.
Organisation B: 163 Teams Most Important Goals.

Organisational Most important Goals (MIG’s). Based on the above the organisation selected its Three
Most Important Goals. Examples of few organisations MIGs are shown below:
A.  MIG’s: Organisation A.              

B.  MIG’s: Organisation B. 

Increase Profit by X % by 31st March 20X .        
Department's Most Important Goals (DMIGs): These were identified after brain storming session
between department heads and their direct reports. 

Team's Most Important Goals (TMIGs): All Teams in each department then selected their Team Most
Important Goal.

 

Organisational, Departmental and Team Goals
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Organisation A selected 8 Focus Areas for Company Most Important Goals), 125 Focus Areas for
Departments Most Important Goals and 188 Focus Areas for Team Most Important Goals. Hence a
total of 321 Focus Areas were re-visited by all members of the organisation each week which were
connected to 139 goals.
Organisation B selected 9 Focus Areas for Company Most Important Goals, 215 Focus Areas for
Departments Most Important Goals, and 437 Focus Areas for Team Most Important Goals. Hence

Focus Areas
The above provided alignment of ‘What Needs to Be Achieved” at various levels of the organisation and
now each team by going through a detailed reflection process identifies 2-3 focus areas which needed
to be focused for each goal for the next three months.

a total of 661 Focus Areas were re-visited by all members of the organisation each week which were
connected to 240 goals. 

Team Scoreboards were updated by team members themselves.
The manager of the team reported to the team on the commitments he has taken last week and his
commitment of next week, also support he would require from every team member.
These above actions were taken one by one by each team member. 
The team score was updated on the commitment of next week.
The score boards were displayed in each team area which created a sense of accountability, team
and peer to peer competition.

Weekly Meetings
Short 20-45 minutes meetings were conducted every week at all levels of the organisation as follows to
enhance accountability:



IMPLEMENTATION
Comittment and Accountablity
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Number of weekly commitments(actions) taken in First Month were 1656 and Number of weekly
commitments(actions) done in First Month were 1503. This was 90. 7 %.
Number of weekly commitments (actions) taken in Third Month 1767 and Number of weekly

Hence both quantity and level of commitments increased in Quarter end as compared to Quarter
beginning.
A total of 5858 weekly commitments(actions) were taken during Q1 towards the 3 most important

 Organisation A:
A. Weekly commitments were taken by each employee within the gambit of their team goals and focus
statements and reported out each week.
B. The commitments taken and held accountable by all employees at all levels of the organisation were as
follows:

commitments (actions) done in Third Month were 1647. This 93.2%

company goals.



IMPLEMENTATION
Comittment and Accountablity
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Number of weekly commitments(actions) taken in First Month were 1541 and Number of weekly
commitments(actions) done in First Month were 1397. This was 90. 6 %.
Number of weekly commitments (actions) taken in Third Month 2557 and Number of weekly
commitments (actions) done in Third Month were 2407. This was 94.1 %.
Hence both quantity and level of commitments increased in Quarter end as compared to Quarter
beginning.
A total of 5101 weekly commitments (actions) were taken during Q1 towards the 3 most important
company goals.

 Organisation B:
A. Weekly commitments were taken by each employee within the gambit of their team goals and focus
statements and reported out each week.
B. The commitments taken and held accountable by all employees at all levels of the organisation were as
follows:



IMPLEMENTATION
Monthly and Quarterly Lessons Learnt

& First Quater Achievements
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9 Initiatives resulted in savings of Rs 80.73 Lacs in Q1.
14 process Improvements were recorded in Q1 
6 Innovations were successfully completed in Q1.
25 Number of lessons learnt were documented for Q2
 21 Number of actions were identified for implementation in Q2.

14 Initiatives resulted in savings of Rs 192 Lacs in Q1. 
12 process Improvements were recorded in Q1 
7 Innovations were successfully completed in Q1.
35 Number of lessons learnt were documented for Q2
29 Number of actions were identified for implementation in Q2.

Organisation A:
Teams in Organisation A conducted Monthly and Quarterly Lesson Learnt and was able to male
make the following improvements: 

Organisation B:
Teams in Organisation B conducted Monthly and Quarterly Lesson Learnt and was able to male
make the following improvements:



IMPLEMENTATION
Monthly and Quarterly Lessons Learnt

& First Quater Achievements
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Over Achieved/ Achieved: 69% 
Under Achieved: 31 %

Over Achieved/ Achieved: 72%
Under Achieved: 26 %.

First Quarter: Target Vs Achieved:
Organisation A was able to achieve two out of three Organisational Goals and achieved the
following of the Departmental and Team Goals:

Organisation B was able to improve on all three goals for the same quarter of last year. They were
able to achieve all three goals for the first quarter and the following of the Departmental and Team
Goals:

The following was recommended for Q2 and entire Year:
Involvement of Top Management in the process was essential.
Regular and weekly Company’s most important goals meetings must continue as a driver to all
other department and team weekly meetings.
Review and changes in Focus Areas as required every Quarter.
 Weekly Commitment at all levels to be updated on the shared folder and weekly team reviews
solely based on it.
Improvement in Quality of commitments specially at the CMIG level.M. Closure & review of  
Monthly lesson learnt slide deck by management.
Closure & review of   Quarterly lesson learnt slide deck by management.
Continuous improvement based on closure and review of Monthly and Quarterly lesson learnt
slide deck.

Recommendation for Q2
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John Maxwell (#1 Leadership Expert) Coach, Speaker and Facilitator.
Marshall Goldsmith (#1 Executive Coach) Stakeholder Centered Facilitator & Coach (one-on-one
coaching, group on-the-job leadership and team development and TRIGGERS) for guaranteed and
measurable leadership growth
Robin Sharma’s (Top 5 Leadership Expert) master faculty on “Lead Without A Title (LWT)
System™ for building leaders at every level of your organisation. 
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (#1 researcher on positive psychology) Flow is Good for Business
consultant for conducting blended learning interventions based on the (awarded #1 serious game)-
Leadership Development Simulation for decision makers on FLOW Promoting Leadership,
ICF certified Emotional & Ethical Leadership, Coaching Programs and Women Leadership master
faculty of LeaderShape, Global (UK based organisation with a global imprint) for building a
performance enhancing and sustainable culture within organisations,
Collective Leadership Institute, Berlin (cutting-edge organization on collaboration) faculty for
navigating change in complex multi-actor settings, stakeholder collaboration and collaborative
execution excellence in organisations.
Project Management Professional from PMI, 
Neuro-leadership Group brain-based leadership executive coach. 

Pavan specialises and has conducted leadership and organisational development initiatives for
leaders from organisations such as IBM, Capgemini ,JP Morgan ,PwC, Saint-Gobain , Ingersoll Rand,
Cognizant, CBRE, Samsung ,Mercer, JCB ,Baxter, TAFE, Ericsson, Kotak Life Insurance, ING Life,
Mahindra Finance, Sundaram Finance, Godrej, Mastek, Tata Capital, GAIL, Advisory Board, Citrix,
Ranbaxy, EMC, Broadcom, Syntel, Akzo Nobel, HP, Target, British Gas, Cairns India, Sri Lanka
Telecom, Jubilant Life Sciences, Royal Enfield, Kirloskar, EMC, Glenmark , UFLEX Ltd, Nucleus
Software, MINDA Group, Great Eastern Shipping among many other companies.
He has conducted international workshops in South East Asia, USA, UAE, Canada, Africa, Sri Lanka
& Germany. 
He is regularly called as a guest speaker /key note speaker in senior leadership retreats and national
and international seminars.
He creates and delivers tailor made interventions as per specific needs of the organisation and is a
certified:  

Has been a principle consultant with Franklin Covey, India and South and principle consultant and
executive coach with Neuro-leadership Group, India and South Asia.
The only leadership facilitator and coach from India who was selected to share his leadership
transformation experiences in a Hollywood documentary (tentatively titled) ‘The Life and Legacy of
Marshall Goldsmith’ due for release in mid- 2020.
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